This paper reports the use of metamaterials in the WPT design, along with the platform of coupled resonance technique. It is shown that the power transfer efficiency and coupling can be enhanced by this scheme, and the use of arrayed resonators can extend the range. ABSTRACT | In this paper, we will report some recent progress on wireless power transfer (WPT) based on resonant coupling.
I. INTRODUCTION
Wireless power transfer (WPT) has a long history of over 100 years that dates back to Tesla. In recent years, WPT research and product development has reemerged due to increasing demands in many applications. For example, WPT is being developed to provide charging solutions for batteries of the large number of smart cell phones and other devices, which require frequency recharging. WPT is promising in many areas with quite different power levels, from implantable medical devices (usually on the order of milliwatts) to electric vehicles (a few kilowatts). Although each application has specific requirements, such as transfer distance, device size, power and packaging, most of them rely on the following fundamental technologies: microwave power transmission, inductive coupling, and resonant coupling.
Microwave power transmission uses directed microwave beam to send energy from the transmitter to the receiver, requires accurate alignment and clear line of sight. The technology was primarily developed for solar power satellites [1] and is not considered suitable for consumer electronics devices charging. In short-range WPT applications, inductive coupling and resonant coupling are two major technologies. Inductive coupling uses the magnetic coupling between transmitting and receiving coils to transfer power. The efficiency of such a system depends strongly on the coupling coefficient of transmitting and receiving coils. To achieve that, the two coils need to be positioned such that most of the magnetic flux generated by the transmitting coil goes through the receiving coil. Thus, inductive-coupling-based WPT has a limited working range of a few centimeters and requires precise alignment between transmitting and receiving devices [2] - [4] .
By tuning the transmitting and receiving coils to the same resonant frequency, the effective transfer distance can be greatly extended [5] - [11] . Although resonant-coupling-based WPT has a long history [5] , [6] , the application was very limited. In 2007, Kurs et al. demonstrated with experiment that WPT based on resonant coupling can be used to transfer 60-W power for up to 2 m [7] . This work has since inspired many other researchers around the world toward the understanding, analysis, improvement, and application of WPT technology based on resonant coupling [8] - [11] . By using resonance, the system can work efficiently even when the coupling coefficient between transmitting and receiving coils is very small (generally G 0.2, while in inductive coupling system coupling coefficient is typically > 0.9). The efficiency of a resonant-coupling-based WPT system depends on two important factors: the quality factor Q of resonant coils and the coupling coefficient k between coils. Higher Q, which means smaller loss rate in the energy exchange, and higher k, which means higher coupling rate, can both lead to higher efficiency [7] . WPT to a single receiver [7] or multiple [12] receivers have been demonstrated at ''midrange'' distance, which is several times the characteristic size of transmitting device. However, the efficiency still drops rapidly as distance is increasing. It is also desirable to achieve the highest possible efficiency at a given distance for WPT technologies to compete with wired solutions. Since the power receiving devices need to be close to the transmitting device, their mobility is quite limited.
In this paper, we report recent progress on power transfer efficiency improvement using metamaterials, and WPT to mobile devices using array of resonators. With a metamaterial slab, the coupling between transmitting and receiving coils can be enhanced, and the efficiency is subsequently improved [13] - [18] . We will give a brief introduction to metamaterials, their applications to WPT, and a review of recent theoretical and experimental work in this area. With an array of resonators, the range of power transfer can be greatly extended; dynamic power transfer to mobile devices can be achieved [19] - [21] . We will give an introduction to this technology and report recent experimental development on WPT with array of resonators.
II. METAMATERIALS FOR WPT
Metamaterials are a new class of artificial materials that are composed of engineered structures. In the last decade, unique phenomena such as negative refraction and evanescent wave amplification have been predicted and realized in metamaterials [22] - [24] . Since the first experimental demonstration of negative index of refraction [23] , metamaterials have been shown to be powerful and flexible in achieving desirable electromagnetic properties from radio frequencies to optical frequencies. Numerous applications based on metamaterials have been developed, such as superlens imaging devices [25] , invisible cloaking devices [26] , and novel antennas [27] . Here we report recent work on the application of metamaterials in WPT [13] - [18] .
A. Metamaterial and Superlens
The building blocks of metamaterials are the engineered structures and typically much smaller in size than the working wavelength, so that metamaterials can be treated as effective media. The electromagnetic properties of a metamaterial are obtained from these building blocks, rather than the composition materials. Macroscopic parameters, such as permittivity , permeability , and chirality , can be used to describe the electromagnetic properties of metamaterials. More importantly, we can design for a special set of macroscopic parameters, as these parameters are determined by the artificial structures in metamaterials. Properties, such as negative index of refraction n, that are not readily available in natural materials, have been found in metamaterials. Metamaterials have become a powerful tool that led to numerous new inventions and discoveries. In 2000, Pendry studied the wave propagation properties in a negative-index material, and showed that a negative n can be achieved by having both and negative in a metamaterial [22] . Negative refraction happens at the interface between a regular medium of positive n and a negative n material. Moreover, while evanescent waves decrease exponentially in air or other dielectric media, they can propagate and be enhanced in an n G 0 material. Pendry showed that with a slab of material with ¼ À1 and ¼ À1, both far-field propagating waves and near-field evanescent waves of an object can be restored, such that a ''superlens'' can be constructed with unlimited resolution [22] . Although in reality the perfect condition of ¼ À1 and ¼ À1 does not exist, metamaterials with physical parameters and low material losses can still achieve imaging resolutions beyond diffraction limit.
The applications of unique properties of metamaterials, especially evanescent wave amplification, are not limited to imaging devices. For resonant-coupling-based WPT, the power is exchanged between resonator via coupling of near-field evanescent waves [7] . It is thus interesting to see if metamaterials can be applied to WPT systems for performance improvement.
B. WPT With Metamaterials
In [13] , the idea of using an n G 0 metamaterial slab for WPT was proposed and studied. It was shown that the metamaterial slab can couple to the near-field evanescent waves, such that the effective distance between resonators is reduced and the coupling is enhanced. With numerical simulations of a WPT system, it was shown that the power transfer efficiency of the system can also be improved significantly if a metamaterial slab is used. In [18] , numerical simulations confirmed that the inductive coupling between coils can be enhanced by a metamaterial slab as ''superlens. '' To build a metamaterial with n G 0, it is required that both G 0 and G 0. Two sets of artificial structures are typically needed for the metamaterial to achieve the properties, which is relatively complicated in both design and fabrication. Fortunately, the requirements can be simplified for WPT systems. Indeed, when we are in the deep-subwavelength limit, electric and magnetic fields decouple, and only one parameter of and needs to be negative to make a ''superlens'' [22] . Depending on whether the near field is dominated by the electric field or the magnetic field, only G 0 or G 0 is required. In a WPT system, power is transferred via the coupling of near-field magnetic field, thus a G 0 metamaterial is sufficient to achieve the same effect of efficiency improvement [15] . Fig. 1 shows simulated magnetic field distribution of a WPT system with two resonant coils and two nonresonant loops inductively coupled to the two coils. The transmitting port is at the left loop in both Fig. 1(a) and (b) . At resonance, strong field is localized at the resonant coils. Weak field is seen between resonators, showing that the near field is indeed decaying away from the resonators. The field is also smaller on the right-hand side due to the fact that some energy is lost during the transfer. In Fig. 1 (b), a metamaterial slab with ¼ À1 þ 0:05i and ¼ 1 is used. The near field is seen to be enhanced at the metamaterial slab, and the field intensity at the right resonant coil is also increased.
In [14] , more rigorous studies were performed based on an analytical model of the coupling between two coils and a homogeneous metamaterial slab. The coils were simplified as point magnetic dipoles, and the metamaterial slab was assumed to be infinitely large. The coupling between two coils was represented by the mutual inductance L 21 , and the power transfer was characterized by a simplified circuit model. It was found that the power transfer efficiency from one dipole to the other is proportional to jL 21 j 2 . The mutual inductance was calculated by taking the ratio of the magnetic flux through the second coil generated by the first current carrying coil and the current magnitude of the first coil. That magnetic flux was calculated by solving for the field in the system generated by the first coil. A large slab of metamaterial was embedded in the space between the two magnetic dipoles, with the effective and assumed to be homogeneous and uniaxial. The presence of the metamaterial modified the field in the system, and thus changed the mutual inductance between coils, as well as the selfinductance of the coils. With a metamaterial slab as a ''superlens,'' the mutual inductance can be increased significantly depending on the parameters. Consequently, the power transfer efficiency can be improved by the metamaterial. It was shown that, with a realistic magnetic loss tangent 0.1 of the metamaterial slab, the power transfer efficiency with the slab can be an order of magnitude greater than efficiency without the slab.
C. Experiment Demonstration
The previous numerical and analytical studies showed that power transfer efficiency can be improved with metamaterial through mutual coupling enhancement between coils. However, approximations were used in these studies. In the analytical calculation [14] , the coils were assumed to be ideal magnetic dipoles, and the metamaterial was considered to be infinitely large and homogeneous. In a real system, the inductance and the capacitance of coils are distributed and cannot be treated as magnetic dipoles due to the physical size of coils; the size of metamaterial is finite and the homogeneous parameters are not precise. In the numerical simulation [13] , although real coils and finite-sized metamaterial slabs were used, the metamaterial parameters were still approximated. It is thus important to verify the findings with experiments.
In [15] and [16] , experiments on WPT with metamaterial have been done. The metamaterial slab is the essential component for the system. As stated previously, power is transferred via the coupling of near-field magnetic field. Thus, a ''single-negative'' metamaterial with G 0 and > 0, or a magnetic metamaterial was designed. Magnetic response in metamaterials is an important branch of metamaterial research. Previously, magnetic metamaterials have found applications in areas including new antennas [27] and magnetic resonance imaging systems [28] . However, most applications of metamaterial before WPT are for information processing, where the required power level is very low, typically on the order of milliwatts. In a WPT system, depending on target applications, the required power level can be anywhere from a few watts to a few kilowatts. Power handling is a big challenge to the metamaterial design. While loss in metamaterial is less sensitive in information processing, it is critical in WPT systems, where the efficiency needs to be as high as possible in order to compete with wired power delivery. For a typical metamaterial, the ratio of operating wavelength to unit cell size =a is 10 or less. However, for WPT, the whole system is usually much smaller than the wavelength, producing a =a ratio greater than 100. Plus, the required fabrication process needs to be simple and low cost for reproduction and cost reduction. In summary, the metamaterial for WPT needs to be low loss, low cost, compact, and capable of handling high power.
As shown in Fig. 2 , the building blocks of the metamaterial are two-sided square spirals. The structure is designed to achieve compact size and low-loss requirements. The three-turn spirals are printed on Rogers RO4003C circuit boards, with the two sides connected by vias. With size 6.5 mm by 6.5 mm, the structure gives strong response to external magnetic field around resonant frequency of 24 MHz. The strong response comes from the resonance of the structure, which can be effectively considered as an inductor-capacitor resonator, where the inductance L comes from the multiturn metal wires, and the capacitance C comes mainly from the ''plate capacitor'' formed by the two sides of the metal structure on the printed circuit board. The effective inductance and capacitance are much larger than conventional split-ring resonators of the same size, such that much lower resonant frequency is achieved. In terms of wavelength-to-unit-cell ratio =a, the current design is about 170, while conventional split-ring resonator is around 10. A -negative metamaterial can be constructed by assembling the spirals in cubic lattice [15] . Above the resonant frequency, the effective of the metamaterial is negative. At our working frequency of 27.12 MHz, this metamaterial has an effective very close to À1.0 and with simple fabrication, low loss, and compact size. Metamaterial with a different negative effective can also achieve evanescent wave amplification. However, when the absolute value of negative is larger, the frequency gets closer to the resonant frequency of the composing spirals, causing larger loss in the metamaterial and less power transfer efficiency improvement.
Other components of a WPT system have also been designed and fabricated. The system is intended to work at the ISM band with center frequency of 27.12 MHz. As shown in Fig. 4(a) , two planar coils built with copper wires are used as resonators. Two nonresonant loop antennas are inductively coupled to the resonant coils. Radio-frequency (RF) power is fed to the system by connecting to the loop antenna on the right-hand side. Power is transferred to the left-hand side resonator and picked up by the second loop antenna, and delivered to a load.
Experiments were performed to measure the power transfer efficiency of the WPT system at low power [15] . The overall efficiency of the system was measured by an Agilent N5230A vector network analyzer. The two loop antennas were connected to two ports of the network analyzer, and S-parameters between the two ports were measured. For each measurement, the distances between loop antennas and associated coil resonators were tuned so that the system could be properly matched to the 50-ports of the network analyzer for optimal power transfer [11] , [12] . When a metamaterial slab is added to the system, the optimal condition is modified. The distances between loop antennas and associated coil resonators need to be readjusted so that the optimal matching for power transfer is resettled. The reflection parameters S 11 and S 22 around resonance are both small (around À20 dB), and the change due to the introduction of metamaterial is negligible. Thus, the power transfer efficiency of the system can be estimated by jS 21 j 2 . At a distance of 50 cm between two resonant coils, the efficiency without a metamaterial is 17%, and is increased to 35% with the metamaterial slab in the system [15] .
In [16] , the metamaterial for WPT was further simplified. Instead of stacking the two-side square spirals in 3-D, only two flat panels of spirals were used to construct an anisotropic metamaterial, as shown in Fig. 2 . The simplification is made because the magnetic field in the WPT system is mainly in the direction along the axis of the spirals. It is sufficient to use a metamaterial having negative magnetic response in this direction, instead of an isotropic metamaterial. The two surfaces are separated by a distance t ¼ 2 cm, optimized to achieve the highest power transfer efficiency of the system. With the same method, the efficiency is measured with the anisotropic metamaterial in the WPT system. As shown in Fig. 3 , the efficiency is increased to 47% at peak, comparing to the peak efficiency of 17% without the metamaterial. The achieved efficiency is even higher than the case of isotropic metamaterial, as the loss is lower in the planar metamaterial with unnecessary structures removed. In the anisotropic metamaterial, evanescent wave amplification is achieved via the excitation of surface waves on the two surfaces. Before WPT, anisotropic metamaterials have been used for near-field imaging [29] .
Experiments at higher power level have also been done to the WPT system. Fig. 4 shows the experimental demonstration of wireless power transfer to a 40-W light bulb. The RF power is provided by a high-frequency transceiver with power amplifier through the input loop antenna. Similar as in the efficiency measurement, the distances between loop antennas and associated resonators are adjusted for optimal matching each time. When a metamaterial slab is inserted in the system, the matching process is repeated to minimize the affect of mismatch. The brightness of light bulb can thus reflect the amount of power transferred. Fig. 4(a) shows the system without metamaterial, where the light bulb barely glows. Fig. 4(b) shows the system with the anisotropic metamaterial, and the light bulb is much brighter. This indicates that the efficiency is indeed improved significantly by the metamaterial. The experiment also shows that the metamaterial is capable of handling hundreds of watts power level.
III. ARRAY OF RESONATORS FOR MOBILE POWER TRANSFER
As shown in Fig. 5(a) , in a resonant coupling based WPT system, power is transferred between two resonant coils by the coupling of the evanescent near field. The distance between coils, as well as the mobility of power receiving coil, is thus limited. For devices that travel with distance much larger than the physical size of wireless power transmitter, the technology is not sufficient to provide wireless power continuously. Examples include the wireless charging for electric vehicles on the road, wireless power for elevators, and wireless power for industrial robots that can travel a long distance. In this section, we introduce a feasible solution to the problem, and show that by using an array of resonators, mobile WPT to multiple mobile devices is achievable [19] - [21] . With this technology, mobile WPT to electric vehicles on road can be realized. By embedding a power transmitting array of resonators under surface of road or track, power can be picked up wirelessly and continuously by vehicles installed with power receivers traveling on the road.
A. Array of Resonators
An array of resonators can be formed by multiple resonators with the same or similar resonant frequencies when each resonator is resonantly coupled to its neighboring resonators. Fig. 5(b) shows a simple example of an array in linear shape, which is composed of multiple coils aligned in a straight line. Of course, the resonator design and the shape of the array can both take different forms [19] . For example, the resonators can be arranged in more complex routes with bends and curves. The key is that, when one resonator in the array is excited by an external source, power can be resonantly coupled to its neighboring resonators, then to the next neighbors, then to all resonators in the array. As shown in Fig. 5(b) , power can be distributed in the array by inductively coupling power from a loop antenna to the first resonator in the array. When a resonant receiver is close to the array and is coupled to any resonator or resonators in the array, power can be transferred to it. The power is distributed and transferred in the system via resonant coupling, thus no electrical connections between resonators are required. The receiver can also be kept a distance away from the array. Two features of the system can be observed. First, the effective power transfer range is greatly extended, as the receiver can now be anywhere along the array, which can be much larger than the physical size of one resonator. Second, the receiver can be attached to a mobile device and travels along the array freely. It is even possible to allow multiple receivers to be powered by the system at the same time, as long as each receiver is coupled to the array.
B. Analytical and Numerical Studies
A system similar to the one shown in Fig. 5(b) is modeled and simulated in COMSOL. In the model, the resonators are square spirals of width 20 cm, designed to have a resonant frequency around 25 MHz. A linear array is formed by ten resonators side by side. A loop antenna is aligned to the first resonator in the array and inductively couples energy to the system. Another resonant coil and nonresonant loop antenna are used as the power receiver and is aligned with the tenth resonator of the array. With these settings, the magnetic field distribution of the system is calculated and plotted in Fig. 6 . A strong field is excited by the nonresonant loop antenna, and localized around resonators in the array. Even though the receiver is very far from the transmitting antenna, a strong field is seen at the receiver due to resonant coupling between the resonant receiver and the last resonators in the array. Thus, efficient WPT can be achieved over a long distance.
As shown in Fig. 6 , the field is not uniformly distributed along the array. The coupled mode of the resonator system forms a standing wave on the array, with the phase difference between neighboring resonators depending on the operating frequency. It is thus important to evaluate the power transfer performance of the system when the receiver is at different positions.
As numerical simulations are time consuming, a transmission line model based on circuit analysis and analytical calculations has been developed to quickly evaluate the performance of the array-based system [20] . In the model, each resonator is treated as a tank circuit; capacitive coupling between resonators is neglected and inductive coupling is quantified by mutual inductances; nonresonant coils are also modeled as simple resistor-inductor circuits. The inductance, capacitance, resistance, and resonant frequency for resonant coils, the inductance and resistance for nonresonant coils, as well as the mutual inductance between coils are calculated analytically based on the geometry and relative positions of coils. Then, the coupled circuits can be represented by a system of equations derived by Kirchhoff's voltage and current laws. By solving the system of equations, the current in each coil and the power transfer efficiency will be obtained. For an array with ten resonators, the power transfer efficiency is calculated as a function of receiver position as well as excitation frequency, and plotted in Fig. 7 . For a fixed excitation frequency, as the receiver moves from one end to the other end, there is highs and lows in efficiency. Different pattern is seen at different frequencies. This is due to the nonuniform field pattern of coupled modes in the array, and different coupled modes of the array are excited at different frequencies. On the other hand, at a fixed receiver position, very different efficiency can be obtained depending on the excitation frequency.
In order to improve power transfer performance, the fluctuation in efficiency as a receiver is moving along the array needs to be reduced. In a WPT system with a single resonant transmitter, it has been discovered that the more receivers in the system, the higher the overall efficiency can be achieved [12] . Similarly, the more receivers we have in the array-based system, the higher efficiency can be obtained. Moreover, the overall efficiency can be more stable compared with a single receiver case. Considering the ten-resonator array system in previous simulations, we now use two resonant receivers moving simultaneously along the array, with a lateral distance of 10 cm. In this case, the power that goes to each output port is calculated. The ratio of this output power to the input power is taken as the efficiency to each receiver. The overall efficiency is the sum of the two. They are plotted in Fig. 8 as functions of lateral position of the first receiver on the array in unit of the lattice size of the array. Although each receiver has significant fluctuation on the efficiency at different positions, the overall efficiency is much more stable.
In case of one receiver, the efficiency fluctuation can be reduced by adjusting the transmitting frequency depending on the position of the receiver. As shown in Fig. 7 , different efficiencies can be achieved at the same position depending on the frequency. If the frequency is used such that the highest efficiency is achieved at each position, the power transfer is optimized for the receiver. Fig. 9 shows an example of simulated efficiency with a fixed frequency, and optimized frequency for each position, for the same ten-resonator array system used in previous simulations. To achieve the optimization in real system, a data link can be set up between the receiver and the transmitter. A monitor can be used on the receiver to detect and send the power transfer status information via the data link back to the transmitter, and the transmitter can then adjust the transmitting frequency depending on the feedback [21] . 
C. Experiment Demonstration
In order to demonstrate mobile WPT with an array of resonators, a toy train set is modified so that power is provided to it wirelessly and dynamically from an array of resonators. The train set runs on an oval-shaped track with dimensions 183 cm by 140 cm, and total length about 5.25 m. A planar array of resonators is placed directly underneath the track, with RF power provided to the array via a square antenna inductively coupled to one of the resonators in the array. A resonant coil and a nonresonant loop antenna is placed underneath the coal tender of the train set, about 5 cm above the array. The batteries in the coal tender are removed and replaced by circuits for RF to direct current (dc) conversion. The converted dc power is then send to the motor in the locomotive to run the train.
Planar spirals on a circuit board are used for resonator designs in this study for their simple yet reliable fabrication process. For such planar spiral structures, a semianalytical model has been developed by Ellstein et al. [30] to quickly obtain their resonant frequencies. Two types of resonators are designed for the straight and curved tracks, respectively. As shown in Fig. 10 , both types are planar five-turn spirals printed on 0.5-mm Rogers 4350 circuit board, with copper thickness 35 m, copper strip width 2 mm, and spacing between neighboring copper strips 1 mm. The square-shaped resonator has an outer dimension of 15 cm by 15 cm; the trapezoid-shaped resonator has a height of 12.9 cm and side lengths of 15.4 and 18.8 cm. A total of six square-shaped resonators and 24 trapezoidshaped resonators are used to fill up the oval-shaped track. Square and trapezoid shapes are used in order to have higher coupling coefficient between neighboring resonators. Low-loss substrate is used to reduce power loss in the system, and the resonators are designed and fabricated with standard printed circuit technology for simple and accurate control of the parameters. Both resonators have self-resonant frequency around 25 MHz. Fig. 11 shows the components of the demonstration system. A Kenwood TS-480 transceiver is modified and used as RF power supply [ Fig. 11(a) ], which is capable of putting out 200-W power with frequency between 3 and 30 MHz. A square antenna [Fig. 11(b) ] is connected to the RF power supply and provides power to the array system via inductive coupling. A square resonant coil, inductively coupled to a loop antenna, which is then connected to a 40-W light bulb, is used as a simple power receiver [ Fig. 11(c) ]. Fig. 11(d) shows the modified train set. The array of resonators under the track is visible in the picture. A resonant coil and an inductively coupled square antenna are used to pick up RF power from the array, and it sends to the motor in the locomotive after going through the rectifying and regulating circuits. Another 40-W light bulb is also used as the load to visually indicate the transferred power level.
The above components have been assembled and the WPT system has been tested. As shown in Fig. 12 , the square antenna connected to the RF power supply is coupled to one resonator in the array inductively. With a 80-W power output from the RF power supply, the train set is able to run continuously along the oval track with the wireless power supply. In addition, the light bulb on the train and the one with a separate receiver are both lit up with wireless power. While the train is traveling along the track, the brightness of the light bulb on the train changes, indicating that the power transferred to the receiver varies. As discussed before, this is a result of resonant coupling in the array. A Bird 4410 wattmeter is used to measure the received power. The fluctuation is significant: the efficiency at peak is about 85% while the efficiency at low is about 15%. As discussed before, the fluctuation can be reduced with different methods. When two resonant receivers are used and the received power is combined after rectification, the overall efficiency can be improved with much less fluctuation at different spots. By setting up a data link between the receiver and the transmitter, the power delivery process can be optimized by adjusting the transmitting frequency based on the status of the receiver. This optimization method has been experimentally implemented recently in [21] .
It is worth to mention that the numerical and experimental studies presented in this session were intended for general demonstration. The resonators in this study were not fully optimized. The technology can be a very flexible and powerful wireless power delivery solution. Each resonator in the array does not have to be identical. With a particular application in mind, the design, size, and other parameters of the resonator array can be further optimized to provide better power transfer performance.
IV. CONCLUSION
In summary, two WPT technologies based on resonant coupling have been discussed in this paper. First, by using a properly designed metamaterial slab between two coils, the coupling between coils can be enhanced and the power transfer efficiency can be improved. Studies showed that significant efficiency improvement can be achieved even with reasonable material loss in metamaterial considered. In the experiment, a metamaterial slab has been designed for a WPT system, and the efficiency with the metamaterial is almost three times as high as the system without the metamaterial. Second, the resonant-coupling-based WPT can be greatly extended with an array of coupled resonators. The distance of efficient power transfer is significantly increased by using multiple coupled resonators in the array system. Moreover, while conventional WPT technologies are mostly for static devices, the array-based system can be used to transfer power dynamically to mobile devices. The advantages bring new potential application areas. The array-based system has been studied analytically and numerically; experiments have been done to demonstrate mobile WPT to a train on the move. Methods to improve the performance of the array system have also been discussed. h
